
SIP Analysis Report

Addressing Some of the Frequently Asked Questions

Q1. Which Date to Select for Monthly SIP?

Monthly SIP Date 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

SIP Return (% XIRR) 15.80% 15.79% 15.78% 15.74% 15.75% 15.72% 15.71%

Monthly SIP Date 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

SIP Return (% XIRR) 15.71% 15.71% 15.71% 15.72% 15.74% 15.75% 15.76%

Monthly SIP Date 15 16 17 18 19 20 21

SIP Return (% XIRR) 15.77% 15.75% 15.78% 15.77% 15.76% 15.78% 15.78%

Monthly SIP Date 22 23 24 25 26 27 28

SIP Return (% XIRR) 15.79% 15.79% 15.78% 15.79% 15.78% 15.78% 15.77%

10 Years Average SIP Return (% XIRR) on Daily Rolling Basis for particular date of the month for S&P BSE Sensex TRI between Sep 1996 
to Sep 2022. Past performance may or may not be sustained in future.

The best SIP date in our view, is when an investor usually receives money
in his/her bank account (For Eg. Salary Credit Day).

This study, conducted by WhiteOak Capital Mutual Fund, attempts to address some of these
commonly asked questions around SIP investment backed by long-period market indices data. In
addition, this study aims to provide a holistic picture to our investors so that investors
can make better-informed decisions for their investments. Happy investing :-)
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Monthly SIP Contribution in ₹ CroreOver the years, the Systematic Investment
Plan (SIP), a feature offered by Mutual
Funds, has become a household name. Its
popularity among investors can be seen
from the adjacent graph, which depicts
growth in monthly SIP contribution by
investors over the last six years. With
growing interest in SIP, a few obvious
questions come to an investor’s mind.

Data Source: AMFI (Month-end numbers for Indian Mutual Fund Industry)

Data Source: MFIE and Internal Research of WhiteOak Capital MF

Start of the Month? End of the Month? Middle of the Month? Near the Last Thursday of the month 
because of higher volatility due to F&O expiry? Splitting SIP amount into multiple date SIPs?

We tried answering these commonly asked questions using long-period data from S&P BSE Sensex 
TRI (a widely tracked Indian Equity Market Index). The study of the last 26 years' index data reveals 
no meaningful difference between the average return of different dates’ 10 Years SIPs.
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Q2. Which SIP Frequency to Select ?

SIP Frequency ---> Daily Weekly Monthly

SIP Instalment Amount ₹ 1,000 ₹ 4,738 ₹ 20,606

Total Amount Invested ₹ 64.72 Lac ₹ 64.72 Lac ₹ 64.72 Lac

Current Valuation ₹ 5.90 Crore ₹ 5.94 Crore ₹ 5.96 Crore

% XIRR 14.3% 14.3% 14.3%

% XIRR for S&P BSE Sensex TRI for SIP between Sep 1996 to Sep 2022. SIP installment amounts are selected in such a way, so that the total 
investment remains the same in all the three frequencies for better comparison. Past performance may or may not be sustained in future.

Q3. Isn’t it better if I time my monthly purchases?

14.1% 14.6% 14.3%

The Most Unlucky: Invested during
the Worst Day of the Month

The Luckiest: Invested during the
Best Day of the Month

The Most Disciplined: Invested on
every 15th of the Month

• Only in hindsight would we know, what would have been the best day to invest during a month. 
It is impossible to consistently time the market levels.

• Waiting for the right time to invest can lead to missed opportunities

• Not investing at all is a more significant loss than entering an unfavorable market

• Even the worst market timing will help grow wealth

It’s time in the market, not timing the market.

Starting a SIP early and running it for the long term is
more important than what frequency one selects!

% XIRR for S&P BSE Sensex TRI for SIP between Sep 1996 to Sep 2022. Past performance may or may not be sustained in future.

A historical data analysis provided below suggests that, in the long term, it hardly matters if the
investor invests via Daily, Weekly, or Monthly SIP Frequency. All three frequencies end up
generating somewhat similar returns (% XIRR).

The key takeaway from the analysis is to focus on investing a small amount regularly for the long
term.

Data Source: MFIE and Internal Research of WhiteOak Capital MF
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Q4. Large Cap, Mid Cap or Small Cap SIP?

Q5. What is an Ideal Investment Time Horizon for SIP ?

Index Name → Nifty 100 TRI Nifty Midcap 150 TRI Nifty Smallcap 250 TRI

Minimum SIP Return 4.3% 6.0% -0.4%

Maximum SIP Return 16.3% 21.4% 20.0%

Average SIP Return 12.4% 16.4% 13.4%

Median SIP Return 12.5% 16.5% 14.2%

% Times Positive Return 100% 100% 99%

% Times more than 10% Return 90% 97% 82%

% Times more than 12% Return 62% 95% 71%

% Times more than 15% Return 8% 71% 42%

SIP Period --> 3 years 5 years 8 years 10 years 12 Years 15 years

Maximum Return 52.4% 50.0% 40.8% 29.6% 21.7% 18.1%

Mininum Return -36.2% -10.5% 1.4% 4.6% 6.2% 7.4%

Average Return 12.9% 15.2% 16.3% 15.8% 14.7% 14.4%

Median Return 11.9% 13.0% 14.1% 14.2% 13.9% 14.9%

% Times Postive Return 83% 91% 100% 100% 100% 100%

% Times more than 8% Return 62% 81% 93% 98% 99% 99%

% Times more than 10% Return 54% 71% 80% 94% 98% 97%

% Times more than 12% Return 50% 57% 66% 77% 74% 89%

Longer the Investment Horizon,
Higher is the Probability of receiving decent Returns!

Mid Cap segment can be a good investment option for
the investors seeking to invest via the long-term SIP route!

For illustration purpose only. Above returns are %XIRR Rolling Returns on monthly basis for S&P BSE Sensex TRI for SIP between Sep 1996 
to Sep 2022. Past performance may or may not be sustained in future.

For illustration purpose only. 10 Year Monthly Rolling (% XIRR) Return considered from Apr-05 to Sep-22, first observation recorded on 
1-Apr-15. Past performance may or may not be sustained in future. Index performance does not signify scheme performance.

Experts often suggest investors invest for the “Long-term,” but what exactly is “Long-term”? What is 

the “Ideal Investment Horizon”? Or is there anything called an “Ideal Investment Horizon”?

Equities have proved to be a volatile asset class in the past. But, the study reveals volatility reduces 

as investors increase their investment horizon.

As we all know, an average Large Cap stock is generally less volatile than an average Small and Mid
Cap stock and provides stability to the portfolio. However, the Small and Mid Cap (SMID)
segments may offer many opportunities for potential higher growth in the long run.

The study reveals that, among the three market cap segments, Mid Cap Segment was a good
investment option for investors seeking to invest via the long-term SIP route.

Data Source: MFIE and Internal Research of WhiteOak Capital MF



Mutual fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.
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To Conclude …

While reasonable endeavors have been made to present reliable data in the document, but WhiteOak Capital Asset Management does not
guarantee the accuracy or completeness of the data in the document. WhiteOak Capital Asset Management or any of its connected persons
including its subsidiaries or associates or partners or employees shall not be in any way responsible for any loss or damage that may arise to
any person from any inadvertent error in the information contained, views and opinions expressed in this Presentation. Past performance
should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made
regarding future performance. Information, opinions and estimates contained in this Presentation reflect a judgment of its original date of
publication by WhiteOak Capital Asset Management and are subject to change without notice. This Presentation is not directed or intended
for distribution to, or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or located in any locality, state, country or other
jurisdiction, where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to local law, regulation or which would subject
WhiteOak Capital Asset Management and its affiliates to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction The product
described herein may or may not be eligible for sale in all jurisdictions or to certain category of investors. Persons in whose possession this
Report/Presentation may come are required to inform themselves of and to observe such restrictions. Before making any investments, the
readers are advised to seek independent professional advice, verify the contents in order to arrive at an informed investment decision.
Please read terms and conditions of respective features before investing. Index performance does not signify scheme performance.

Investors may choose from wide range of 
SIP Variants to start their Long Term SIP 
with WhiteOak Capital Mutual Fund

Start
Early

Invest
Regularly

Invest for
Long Term

Identify your 
Financial Goals

A successful SIP is more about “Starting Early”, maintaining the discipline of
“Investing Regularly”, investing for “Long Term” to achieve our “Financial
Goals” and less about “Which Date”, “Which Frequency” etc.

To know more about Systematic Investment Plans, call your Mutual Fund Distributor today !!


